Statements are sentences that tell you information about something. Statements end with a period (.).

Questions are sentences that ask you something. Questions end with a question mark (?).

Directions: Unscramble the words to form a question and a statement.

1. my is favorite basketball sport
   Question: ___________ Is basketball my favorite sport? ___________
   Statement: ___________ Basketball is my favorite sport. ___________

2. holiday Christmas favorite is your
   Question: ___________ ______________________________
   Statement: ___________ ______________________________

3. those are ready cookies eat to
   Question: ___________ ______________________________
   Statement: ___________ ______________________________

4. the in yard there rabbit a is
   Question: ___________ ______________________________
   Statement: ___________ ______________________________

5. very the hot is stove
   Question: ___________ ______________________________
   Statement: ___________ ______________________________
Scrambled Sentences - ANSWER KEY

Statements are sentences that tell you information about something. Statements end with a period (.)

Questions are sentences that ask you something. Questions end with a question mark (?).

Directions: Unscramble the words to form a question and a statement.

1. my is favorite basketball sport
   Question: Is basketball my favorite sport?
   Statement: Basketball is my favorite sport.

2. holiday Christmas favorite is your
   Question: Is Christmas your favorite holiday?
   Statement: Christmas is your favorite holiday.

3. those are ready cookies eat to
   Question: Are those cookies ready to eat?
   Statement: Those cookies are ready to eat.

4. the in yard there rabbit a is
   Question: Is there a rabbit in the yard?
   Statement: There is a rabbit in the yard.

5. very the hot is stove
   Question: Is the stove very hot?
   Statement: The stove is very hot.